Abstract: Based on simulated reflectance, deep convective clouds (DCC) can be used as an invariant target to monitor the radiometric response degradation of the FY-3A/MERSI (Medium Resolution Spectral Imager) reflective solar bands (RSBs). The long-term response of the MERSI RSBs can easily be predicted using a quadratic fit of the monthly DCC mean reflectance, except for bands 6 and 7, which suffer from instrument anomalies. DCC-based degradations show that the blue bands (λ < 500 nm) and water-vapor bands have degraded significantly, whereas for near-infrared bands, the total degradations in four years are within 3% (excluding bands 3 and 20). For most bands, the degradation rates are greatest during the first year in orbit and decrease over time. The FY-3A/MERSI degradation results derived from DCC are consistent within 2.5%, except for bands, 11, 18 and 19, when compared with Aqua/MODIS(Moderate Resolution Imaging Sepetroradiometer) inter-calibration, multi-site invariant earth target calibration and the CRCS(Chinese Radiometric Calibration Site) Dunhuang desert vicarious calibration methods. Overall, the 2σ/mean degradation uncertainty for most MERSI bands was within 3%, validating the temporal stability of the DCC monthly mean reflectances. The DCC method has reduced the degradation uncertainties for MERSI water vapor bands over other methods. This is a 
Introduction
Considering that some space-borne instruments do not carry onboard calibration devices for reflective solar bands (RSBs) or even if they do, these devices, when exposed to the space environment and high energy solar radiation, usually may be subject to deterioration. Therefore, it is required to update the calibration coefficient frequently by all kinds of means of in-flight vicarious calibration (VC). Based on whether the vicarious calibration is conducted on the ground test site or not, the VC calibration can be divided into site-based calibration and non-site-based calibration [1] [2] [3] . Since site-based calibration often costs a large amount of human and financial resources and the frequency of calibration is also limited, it is difficult to conduct re-calibration for the historical data. Non-site-based VC calibration without ground reflectance and atmospheric measurements performed simultaneously with the satellite overpass started in the 1990s. Currently, the calibration coefficient is often obtained by several vicarious calibrations after launch. These methods include stable desert target, snow ice, synchronous in-flight calibration and the inter-calibration using other sensors with high accuracy calibration [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Due to the need for long-term monitoring of climate change, upon the proposal of NOAA/NESDIS (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National Environmental Satellite Data and Information Service), WMO (World Meteorological Organization) and CGMs (Coordination Group for Meteorological Satellites) approved the decision to build a global space-based inter-calibration system in 2005 to serve the end of promoting the research of absolute radiometric calibration of a satellite sensor [10, 11] . In recent years, to ensure the accuracy of satellite data, testing on the radiometric calibration precision of remote sensors has become an urgent task facing the world's scientists for remote sensing. At present, many studies have been conducted in this field around the world, including inter-radiometric calibration of different remote sensors (polar orbit and polar orbit, polar orbit and geostationary, geostationary and geostationary), on-site calibration based on a ground long-term stable target, e.g., the Libyan Desert [4] [5] [6] [7] and Antarctic Dome C [8] , and relying on the moon [9] for monitoring and radiometric calibration. The comprehensive use of the above methods has enabled the accuracy of satellite radiometric calibration to about 5%. Unfortunately, neither of these approaches can be applied uniformly across all operational satellites. Deep convective clouds are cold bright targets, which produce consistent albedos, making them ideal invariant Earth targets and well suited for calibration [12] . Hu et al. [13] and Doelling et al. [12] showed the possibility of the deep convective clouds (DCC) calibration technique and applied this technique to evaluate the stability of Visible and Infrared Scanner (VIRS), MODIS and AVHRR (Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer) visible radiances onboard the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM), Terra and NOAA satellites, respectively. Minnis et al. [14] further provide a spatial homogeneity threshold, and other selection criteria, to reduce the occurrence. Fougnie and Bach [15] used the DCC method to calibrate Polarization and Directionality of the Earth Reflectances (POLDER) radiances. Doelling et al. [16] described in detail the characterization of DCC and showed that unlike stratus and cirrus clouds, the DCC spectra were not affected by water vapor absorption. Compared with desert targets and ice targets, DCC can provide more stable reflectance. Additionally, due to its larger sample size and fewer a priori data being required, it is better to apply this method to the re-calibration of the historical data of different satellites and to evaluate the accuracy of other calibration methods. [19] . The SV provides the dark signal. The VOC is the first experimental onboard visible calibration device for Fengyun series sensors. It is composed of three main optical components: a 6-cm diameter integrating mini-sphere, a beam expanding system and trap standard detectors [19] . It is used to monitor the radiometric response changes that arise either from the MERSI degradation or a change in the VOC's output. However, because of the non-regular solar diffuser operation to avoid the solar diffuser's exposure to space, the VOC cannot get continuous data, and it has not worked since November 2011. Dunhuang Radiometric Calibration Site in China has been the base for the VIS-NIR(Visible and Near Infrared) bands vicarious calibration for Chinese meteorological satellites for a long time [20] . However, in recent years, some new vicarious calibration methods have also been applied to the calibration and monitoring changes of sensors. Some preliminary results indicate that the annual update of calibration based on Dunhuang Calibration Site cannot monitor the degradation of a sensor in a satisfactory manner [21] . DCC-based radiometric calibration technology could be one of the ways to monitor long-term radiometric calibration for RSBs. Based on deep convective cloud targets, the long-term response changes of MERSI onboard FY-3A are derived.
Methodology
Deep convective clouds are extremely bright, cold, have large optical depths, are usually at the tropopause, have nearly a Lambertian reflectance and provide predictable albedos. On the RSBs, it can provide high and stable reflectance, which is suitable for calibration. Figure 1 shows the broadband albedo and reflectance (R) at 0.6 μm and 0.8 μm at the top of the atmosphere (Figure 1a) , and the relative change rate (dR/dτ) ( Figure 1b) varies with cloud optical depth (COD, τ) from 1 to 1,000 by the Santa Barbara DISORT(Discrete Ordinates Radiative Transfer) Atmospheric Radiative Transfer (SBDART) [22] model. The relative change rate is the reflectance relative to the derivative of COD. The simulation condition is set to ocean, solar zenith angle 20 degrees, and the cloud optical depth varies from 1 to 1,000. It can be seen that the apparent reflectance increases with the increase of COD varying within 1-100. However, when the COD exceeds 100, the reflectance no longer changes with COD and tends to reach a stable value, and the relative change rate tends to be zero. The simulation result shows that DCC can be used as the invariant target for radiometric calibration. Furthermore, Figure 2 shows the apparent reflectance of top-of-atmosphere shortwave broadband changes with aerosol optical depth (AOD) under the same condition, as in Figure 1 . The AOD of the troposphere is, respectively, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5. It is found that the apparent reflectance is independent of the changes of aerosol and is mainly affected by cloud optical depth. The superiority of DCC over ground targets lies in the fact that most DCC is at the top of the troposphere, which can both minimize the impact of moisture and aerosol in the troposphere. It should be pointed out that most of the calibration targets are non-Lambertian reflectors and require a bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF). Figure 3 presents the top-of-atmosphere apparent reflectance under the different conditions of solar zenith angle (SZA). It can be seen that the apparent reflectance of DCC is different with the angles, although it is smaller than 2%. This impact should not be ignored in the process of radiometric calibration. Doelling et al. (2013) provides the baseline DCC technique used in the study. First, pixel level resolution (1 km) DCCs are identified by an infrared threshold [16] . As indicated by the results of vicarious infrared radiometric calibration researched by means of simultaneous observation in Qinghai Lake in 2008 and 2009, the brightness temperature observed through MERSI onboard calibration is systematically higher (the average value is 1.72 ± 1.18 °K) than that simulated by using site observed data. This phenomenon may result from the overestimated emissivity of the onboard blackbody. Thus, the infrared threshold of deep convective clouds is set at 203.3°K to compensate for the overestimation of operational onboard MERSI brightness temperature. In order to reduce the amount of data and to avoid the effect of the inaccuracy of DCC BRDF with large solar zenith angle and satellite view zenith angle (VZA), data in the tropics oceans (15°N-15°S) and with solar zenith angle and satellite view zenith angle within 30° is used.
The calibration coefficient obtained from the pre-launch of FY-3A/MERSI is used to convert the Digital Number (DN) into the apparent reflectance for each band. The DCC bi-directional reflectance distribution function and the Earth-Sun distance need to be taken into account. The bi-directional reflectance model based on ice clouds with an optical thickness of 50° from the observation of CERES/TRMM (Clouds and Earth's Radiant Energy System/Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission) is used to normalize the reflectance to a specified solar zenith angle. See Equation (1).
where F is radiant flux density, L is radiance, θ s is solar zenith angle, θ v is satellite observation angle, ϕ is relative azimuth angle and R is the angular distribution model (ADM) based on CERES/TRMM observations. To ensure that the uniform DCC targets are selected, spatial uniformity thresholds are also applied by computing the spatial standard deviation (σ) in the visible reflectance and IR of the identified pixel and its 24 adjacent neighbors (5 × 5 pixels). The selected DCC criteria are summarized as follows: 15°S < Latitude < 15°N, 5° < SZA < 30°, 0° < VZA < 30° 180K < IR < 203.3 K, σ(IR) < 1 K, σ(R) < 0.02, Ocean only pixels Actually, monthly DCC reflectance value can be obtained by three kinds of methods (the averaged, median and peak mode of probability distribution function (mode), respectively). To assess the effect of ADM correction, Figure 4 shows the probability distribution functions (PDF) with different viewing angles before and after ADM correction by using monthly MERSI band 1 data. Here, the PDF bin is set as 0.01. The statistic values of different viewing angles for averaged, median and mode of PDF methods are shown in Table 2 . A sunglint filter was applied, which is the cause of the reduced sampling of DCC pixels for view angles less than 20°. However, a sunglint filter is usually not applied in DCC calibration and is attributed to a coding oversight in this study. The sunglint filter does not alter the results of the DCC calibration. It is quite different before and after ADM correction for the three kinds of methods. The PDF DCC reflectance statistics as a function of view angle are obviously more consistent after ADM correction. The standard deviation of reflectances on various viewing angles for three methods all decrease after correction. The mode statistic also provides the most consistent view angle reflectance without the application of an ADM correction.
The DCC samples are selected from among all data for the global low-latitude ocean. Despite a series of screenings, including angle limiting, during a month, there are at least tens of thousands of valid samples, providing adequate sources for sample selection. 
Results and Analysis

The Degradation of FY-3A/MERSI by DCC Method
DCC reflectance data are used to monitor the sensor response of 19 RSB bands of FY-3A/MERSI during the period from August 2008, to August 2012. The monthly PDF mean, median and mode of the DCC reflectance are regressed separately to provide the degradation rate of the MERSI visible bands using a quadratic fit. Additionally, the total degradations are derived from quadratic curve fitting. The total degradations of each RSB (except band 6 and 7) since August 2008, for three methods are listed in Table 3 . Besides evaluating the degradation of each band, uncertainty for each method is also evaluated by a normalized index (2σ/mean). Here, σ represents the standard error or standard deviation of the residuals about the quadratic fit, and the mean is the averaged value of the estimation from the fitting model. A smaller 2σ/mean indicates a lower dispersion degree of the target and a higher stability of the method. The results show that the total degradations of FY-3A/MERSI by three kinds of monthly DCC statistics methods are quite consistent. These three methods are monthly mean, monthly medium value and monthly PDF mode. The differences in total degradations are no more than 1% among the three methods. The 2σ/mean indexes of all bands are less than 3%, and most indexes of bands are less than 2%. Especially the indexes in the three water vapor absorption bands are under 2%. These absorption bands (bands [17] [18] [19] are often difficult to handle by the traditional vicarious radiometric calibration method, such as site vicarious calibration. However, the DCC spectra are nearly not affected by water vapor absorption, since little water vapor is above the DCC. Figure 5 shows the monthly mean DCC-based MERSI response change for 19 bands, respectively. According to the response change characteristics, the 19 bands can be divided into four groups: the blue bands group with the center wavelength shorter than 500 nm (Figure 5a) , the visible and near-infrared band group (Figure 5b) , the water vapor bands group (Figure 5c ) and the shortwave infrared group (Figure 5d) . The long-term sensor often varies with the time series. In order to analyze this variation, we perform linear fitting on the annual degradation rate and linear and quadratic curve fitting on the total degradation, respectively. Table 4 lists the annual degradation rate by linear fitting, as well as the total degradation by linear and quadratic fitting.
The four blue bands show the greatest degradation. The total degradations of each blue band are all larger than 10%. The largest degradation is 37.84% for the 412 nm band. Meanwhile the 490 nm band shows the smallest degradation of this group, decreasing by 11.4%. Moreover, the shorter the band center wavelength, the more serious the degradation is. This wavelength-dependent response change is also found in MODIS [23, 24] . The MERSI blue band annual degradation rates are largest in the first year and then taper off (see Table 4 ). After that, the rates seem to become larger in recent years (August 2011-August 2012). The visible and near infrared (Vis-NIR) bands with the center wavelength longer than 500 nm are relatively stable, with a less than 3% response change, except for bands 2 (550 nm, 250 m spatial resolution) and 20 (1,030 nm). The 765 and 865 nm bands are the most stable bands, with the total changes standing at 0.49 and −0.2%, respectively. Different from the blue bands, whose response decreases rapidly, the responses for the 650 nm, 685 nm and 865 nm bands show a little bit of an increase. The result of the 650 nm band shows the largest increase of the response, reaching to about 2.45%. This conclusion agrees with the analysis of visible-NIR onboard calibrator (VOC) [19] . However for band 20 (1,030 nm), there is a total of a 15.87% decrease.
These three water-vapor(WV) bands, with wavelengths at 905 nm, 940 nm and 980 nm, show obvious degradation, all exceeding 5%. The 940 nm water vapor absorption band at the absorption peak shows the largest degradation, reaching 9.05%. The annual degradation rates of 905 nm and 940 nm bands also reduce gradually. About three months after the satellite launched (October 2008), there was an abnormal drop in these water-vapor bands. These phenomena also can be found in other bands, although not as clearly as in the water-vapor bands. The reason is an adjustment had been done to the instrument on board from 13 to 28 November. This adjustment stopped the onboard processing of detector difference normalization for image de-striping. Monthly mean DCC has the ability to monitor the abnormal state on board. These abnormal DCC data had been excluded when we calculated degradation and the 2σ/mean index.
For shortwave infrared band 6 and 7 (1,640 nm and 2,130 nm), a smooth trend fitting is unavailable. DCC reflectance shows an abnormal jump, which is more significant in band 6 than in band 7. This jump is no longer observed, after 900 days of the satellite launch (after November 2010). It had remained stable for one and a half years. However, this jump began to appear again in March 2012. Figure 6 shows the results of the space view (SV) of MERSI bands 6 and 7. The results indicate that an abnormal jump did occur to cold space in bands 6 and 7 at the same time. The shortwave infrared bands 6 and 7 of MERSI have been designed as an adjustable electronic gain under telemetry control when the signal responses of these two bands become small. However, the outer space environment influence on the instrument caused the random jump in the electronic gain without the gain adjustment maneuver. This is the reason why it is impossible to obtain an effective response change curve by DCC. After December 2010, the onboard electric gain seemed to be locked. It is also shown that DCC reflectance became stable without any abnormal jump when the electric gain was stable. For most bands with total degradation over 5%, the annual degradation rate is decreasing yearly. Especially in the first year after the satellite was launched, the bands degraded fastest. The total degradation rate obtained by linear fitting and quadratic curve fitting differs by less than 0.3%, because in recent years, the annual degradation rate sped up.
The 2σ/mean indexes of all bands are less than 2.5%, excluding band 8 with 2.89%. The index is below 2% in the three water vapor absorption bands, which are difficult to properly handle by the traditional vicarious radiometric calibration method. The 2σ/mean index is very small, indicating the stability and reliability of the DCC-based radiometric calibration and monitoring method. The smaller index from quadratic fitting than that from linear fitting reveals that the quadratic fit curve can better describe the degradation characteristics of the data.
Comparison with Other Methods
A well-calibrated satellite sensor can inter-calibrate another satellite sensor with inferior calibration by comparing coincident co-located measurements. The keys to inter-calibration are the consistency of two sensors' spectral response functions, the consistency of the observation target geometry, as well as the uniformity and stability of the observation target. The MODIS instrument has an excellent onboard calibration system with an absolute calibration accuracy of 2% [23, 24] . Using Aqua/MODIS collection 5 data in August 2008, and August 2012, as the reflectance reference, we do Simultaneous Nadir Overpass (SNO) inter-calibration for the similar bands between Aqua/MODIS and FY-3A/MERSI (MERSI bands 1, 2, 3, 8, 10, 12, 13 and 15 ). The differences of the spectral response function (SRF) between MERSI and MODIS are not considered here. The spatial and temporal collocated satellite pairs with similar viewing geometry are essential to the success of instrument inter-calibration. Collection 5 products of MODIS L1 data are selected when the nadirs of the two satellites overpass the same target within 5 min. The measurements are projected onto the same region of 1,024 × 1,024 in 1-km resolution viewing geometry collocation is performed using three criteria: To increase the in-flight calibration frequency, a multisite radiometric calibration monitoring method is presented by Sun et al. [21] . This method relies on simulated radiances over several Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS)/WGMS recommended invariant earth targets, which include Libya-1, Libya-4, Arabia-2 and Dunhuang, as well as a clear-sky pristine dark ocean site at Lanai. The calibration gain is based on a linear regression using all available measurements from all five sites every 10 days. This method is referred to as the multi-site method in this paper. The annual degradation rates by the multi-site method are from [21] . The total degradations for four years are adjusted for the period of August 2008 to August 2012, by annual degradation rates.
Since 2002, vicarious calibration based on the Dunhuang Radiometric Calibration Site became the operational calibration method for the Fengyun satellites [19, 20] Comparisons of these four methods for total degradation of FY-3A/MERSI are summarized in Table 5 . For most bands, there is good consistency of the total degradation with a maximum bias less than 3%, except for bands 11, 18 and 19. The bias between DCC and the other three methods of band 11 is up to 7.71%. Obviously, compared with the other three methods, the degradation from the DCC method for band 11 is underestimated. The reason is that DCC reflectance in band 11 of FY-3A/MERSI is saturated. The DCC nominal reflectance of band 11 is about from 80% to 90%. Doelling et al. (2013) [16] show that the DCC reflectance is about 90% at 520 nm with SCIAMACHY (Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for Atmospheric Chartography) hyper-spectral observation. However, according to Table 1 , the dynamic range of band 11 is no more than 80%. The same situation can also be found in bands 14 and 16. Fortunately, these two bands do not show apparent degradation, while band 11 has an obvious response change. Figure 7 shows the PDF of MERSI band 11 (Figure 7a The peaks of DN PDF for these three bands are saturated. The percentages of saturated pixels are reducing gradually for bands 11 and 16 as time goes by, but saturation is still a big issue. Compared with bands 11 and 16, the saturated pixels for band 14 are relative few. The greatest frequency of pixels DN is between 3,500 and 4,000. The second largest bias is in band 18 (940 nm), the strong water vapor absorption band. Although the Dunhuang Site and Multisite methods show much bigger degradation than the DCC method, the uncertainty of these two methods are much bigger than DCC [21] . The uncertainty is related to the accuracy of water vapor measurement and radiative transfer model simulation, especially in the strong water absorption band. The simulated radiances in the water vapor bands can be quite variable and highly dependent on the water vapor amount from either an assimilated dataset or GCM, giving rise to large uncertainties. This will cause an absolute calibration difference. The DCC spectra is slightly affected by water vapor absorption, since there is little water vapor above the top of the troposphere. The 2σ/mean uncertainties are much smaller than other methods. However, it should be noted that the variation of water vapor in the stratosphere could be the source of error in water vapor bands by the DCC method. 
Conclusions
The radiative transfer simulation results show that the DCC reflectances are stable for cloud optical depths greater than 200 and also independent of tropospheric aerosol optical depth. Therefore, DCC The results of calibration monitoring for FY-3A/MERSI show: (1) Not only can the long-term radiometric response trend of MERSI RSBs be well illustrated by the DCC method, but also instrument anomalies can also be detected by DCC. The abnormal gain jump in bands 6 and 7 on orbit can be seen in the results. (2) Blue bands whose center wavelength is shorter than 500 nm and water-vapor absorption bands show obvious degradation. The total degradations of band 8 (412 nm) is up to 37.4% during the past four years. The degradations of three water vapor absorption bands are more than 5%. By contrast, the degradations of the near-infrared bands are less than 3%, except bands 3 and 20, and even some bands illustrate a little increase of the radiometric response. (3) The degradation rates are greatest during the first year in orbit and decreases over time. However, for some bands, there was an increase in the degradation rate during the last year. (4) The DCC degradation uncertainty (2σ/mean) is within 2.5%, except band 8, using the mean method.
The degradation results derived from DCC monitoring are consistent with the other methods, including Aqua/MODIS SNO inter-calibration, the multisite method and the Dunhuang site vicarious calibration. The largest difference of degradation between DCC and others is less than 3%, except for bands 11, 18 and 19. Due to the limit of dynamic range, the DCC method is not suitable for monitoring the response change of bands 11, 14 and 16. As noted, for the NIR water vapor bands, which are difficult to calibrate using invariant Earth surface targets, the DCC degradation uncertainty was less than 2%. The multi-site method and Dunhuang vicarious calibration uncertainties are much greater than that from DCC calibration [21] , which demonstrates a significant advantage for using DCC calibration for these bands.
The FY-3A/MERSI DCC calibration method described in this paper is not an absolute calibration method, but relative calibration trend monitoring. In fact, DCC is a relatively bright and stable target, and its TOA apparent reflectance can be obtained or simulated in advance. DCC's reflectance could be obtained by either radiative model simulation [25, 26] or a reference sensor, such as MODIS or SCIAMACHY [16] . Therefore, absolute vicarious calibration-based DCC will be possible in the future, if we can have a good DCC reflectance model. Moreover, the DCC method does not need additional auxiliary data and is more suitable for the recalibration of historical satellite data. This is a promising calibration method for the re-calibration of Chinese first generation satellites, FY-1C/1D.
